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Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers made of L-α -dipalmitoyl 
phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) without or in the presence of procaine 
were employed for mimicking cell membranes and were investigated 
by contact mode atomic force microscopy (cm-AFM). The structure 
and properties of different lipid phases induced by procaine were 
evidenced for the first time by using topography, friction force (FF) 
and force modulation (FM) images, simultaneously obtained with 
cm-AFM. In addition, both FF and FM images allow the edge-
enhanced imaging of any lipid domain surface. The results indicate 
that procaine interacts with DPPC monolayers, stabilizes the lipid 
membrane interface and induces condensed lipid domain formation, 
modulating membrane functional properties. The procaine effect on 
lipid domains is also important for the emergence of lateral 
membrane heterogeneity and can intervene in the generation process 
of anesthesia. We further suggest that cm-AFM can be used for the 
scanning of LB monolayers to fully characterize the structure of self-
assembled lipid domains and especially lipid domain boundaries 
within heterogeneous membranes. 

 

 
 

INTRODUCTION* 

It is recognized that the interaction of local 
anesthetics with membranes lead to changes in 
membrane lipid domains1-4 disturbing the specific 
trans-membrane proteins of the ionic channels and 
                                                            
* Corresponding author: mcotisel@chem.ubbcluj.ro 

thus, blocking the nerve signal propagation.5,6 It is 
documented that the anesthetic action on 
membranes7-12 is primarily caused by the distribution 
of local anesthetics within lipid membranes. 

Among local anesthetics, procaine hydrochloride, 
known also as novocaine, is frequently used. 
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However, due to the complexity of biological 
membranes, procaine effects are not yet fully 
understood and thus, the influence on lipid 
membrane models is thus under current 
investigation.1-3, 9, 11, 12 

Recently, the procaine binding to the membrane 
surface of human erythrocytes was evidenced by 
atomic force microscopy in tapping mode (tm-
AFM),3 due to the AFM high sensitivity to small 
height variations in the surface, at nanometer 
scale.13-20 The alteration in the surface morphology 
of erythrocyte membrane has been associated with 
the lipid domain formation,3 induced by procaine 
within the cell surface, and it is in substantial 
agreement with hypotonic hemolytic measurements 
coupled with electron micrographs.4  
     As a model for biological membranes, 
Langmuir lipid monolayers have been used, spread 
at the air/water interfaces as monomolecular 
insoluble films, or transferred from water on solid 
surface.1, 2, 13-16 Early pioneering work has 
demonstrated that the anesthetics expand the lipid 
monolayers, at low and intermediate lateral surface 
pressures, depending on the experimental 
conditions, such as anesthetic concentration, 
surface properties of the chosen lipid and 
anesthetic compound, aqueous phase pH and ionic 
strengths.21-44 The expanding effect can occur from 
various possible reasons, such as anesthetic 
adsorption on lipid monolayers, its binding and 
penetration into the lipid phase,30, 31, 34, 37-39 
modifying the structure of lipid domains.37-44 

By using fluorescence microscopy,38 we 
examined L-α -dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine 
(DPPC) and procaine monolayers, self-assembled 
directly on air/water interface, and we evidenced 
the effects of procaine on the lipid phase transition 
from the liquid expanded (LE) to liquid condensed 
(LC).30, 37-39 The fluorescence images revealed a 
preferential location of adsorbed procaine 
molecules at the border between the LE and LC 
phases, reducing the line tension between the lipid 
phases.38 

Additionally, the domain structure of lipid 
monolayers, at the phase transition in the absence 
and the presence of procaine, was recently 
investigated by tapping mode AFM, tm-AFM1,2 on 
transferred lipid monolayers, from the air/water 
interface, on mica surface by Langmuir–Blodgett 
(LB) technique.1,2, 13-16 Coexistence of liquid 
condensed (LC), called also tilted condensed45, and 
liquid expanded (LE) phases has been observed for 
the lipid monolayers.1, 2, 38, 45 

The goal of this work is to further examine the 
structure of DPPC monolayers at the phase 

transition, from liquid expanded to liquid 
condensed, when procaine is incorporated at room 
temperature. Using for the first time contact mode 
AFM (cm-AFM), the topographical data were 
obtained simultaneously with friction force (FF) 
images and force modulation (FM) images for 
mixed DPPC and procaine monolayers. These cm-
AFM images provide the direct evidence so far for 
the structure of the domain boundary between the 
LE and LC phases in the DPPC and procaine 
monolayers deposited on mica. These data can 
contribute to the understanding of the molecular 
mechanism of procaine action, particularly in 
interfacial phenomena that occur at the biological 
membrane level in anesthesia. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

DPPC  monolayers and 2D topographies 

     DPPC monolayers without as well as in the 
presence of procaine were transferred at 8 mN/m 
from water to mica by Langmuir-Blodgett 
technique, as reported elsewhere.1, 2 The 2D 
topographic images of pure DPPC monolayers as 
well as of mixed DPPC and procaine monolayers, 
obtained on 0.001 M procaine in aqueous solution, 
are shown in Figs. 1.1 and 1.3, respectively. 
Topography of each monolayer shows 
heterogeneous lipid domains with two distinct lipid 
(LC and LE) phases of rather smooth flat surface 
(see Table 1), as judged by the roughness, given as 
root mean square (RMS) values.3, 17, 18 The RMS 
values are very low for these LB samples (Table 
1), when calculated either on scanned areas or on 
cross section profiles. Similar results for lipid 
layers were also reported previously by using tm-
AFM1,2 and are in substantial agreement with 
reported data14 under appropriate conditions. 
Therefore, it is demonstrated that the DPPC layers 
are stable and can be scanned with cm-AFM. 
     Although the height difference of lipid domains 
is quite small as shown in cross section profiles for 
these LB monolayers (Figs.1.2 and 1.4), large LC 
domains and small size LC domains are observed 
(bright areas) in both topographies given in Figs. 
1.1 and 1.3. Therefore, various lateral sizes of LC 
domains are identified from nano size to several 
μm for pure DPPC monolayers and reaching 15 or 
20 μm for mixed DPPC and procaine monolayers. 
These LC domains are surrounded by a lower LE 
matrix that contains numerous small condensed 
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domains with height of about 2.2 nm ± 0. 3 nm, 
estimated for pure DPPC monolayers (Fig. 1.2), 
and about 3.7 nm ± 0. 4 nm, obtained for mixed 
DPPC and procaine monolayers (Fig. 1.4). Thus, 
the addition of procaine resulted in its binding to 
DPPC molecules and an increase in the height of 
lipid domains is observed (Fig.1.4). 

It is to be noted that the maximum height of  
4.1 nm ± 0. 1 nm (Fig. 1.4), also found for LC 
domains within mixed DPPC and procaine 
monolayers, coincides with the calculated height 
for DPPC molecules, well packed in a hexagonal 
DPPC lattice, which can be realized near the 
collapse of DPPC monolayers.50 This fact proves 
that lipid LC domains are merged into larger 
condensed areas in the presence of procaine during 
the compression of the mixed DPPC and procaine 
monolayers to the collapse, where a highly packed 
lipid LC phase is realized.30,38    

 The LC phase is recognized to be formed by 
ordered DPPC molecules organized in tilted 
condensed liquid as identified by X-ray 
measurements.45 At the lipid phase transition, these 
LC domains are surrounded by the lower domains 
of LE phase, where DPPC molecules are 
considered to form a liquid disordered phase,45 or 
another more tilted phase as judged by AFM and 
force spectroscopy.14 In consequence, at the phase 
transition from LE to LC, a mosaic of the two lipid 
(LC and LE) phases can coexist within pure DPPC 
monolayers. From thermodynamic point of view, 
the LE to LC phase transition is a first order 
transition and it is approximated on the 
compression isotherms of DPPC monolayers by a 
kink,30, 31, 45, 50 at 8 mN/m for pure DPPC 
monolayers. Then, this is followed by an 
intermediary liquid45, 50 which is formed by a 
mosaic of LE and LC lipid domains.1, 2, 30, 38 

 
Table 1 

Surface roughness, RMS values in nm, for pure DPPC monolayers and for mixed DPPC and procaine monolayers at specified 
scanned area of LB monolayers and on cross section profile, with corresponding figures 

LB monolayer    Scanned area RMS on area, nm  Figs. RMS on cross 
profile, nm 

Figs. 

DPPC 10  μm x 10  μm 
2.6 μm x 2.6 μm 
1.7 μm x 1.7 μm 

0.50 ± 0.12 
0.43 ± 0.10 
0.39 ± 0.10

1.1 
2.1 
2.5 

0.38 ± 0.05 
0.43 ± 0.10 
0.42 ± 0.10 

1.2 
2.4 
2.8 

DPPC and 
procaine 

15  μm x 15 μm 
15  μm x 15 μm 
10  μm x 10 μm 
  2  μm x   2 μm 

0.86 ± 0.21 
0.63 ± 0.14 
0.55 ± 0.15 
0.44 ± 0.10 

1.3 
3.1 
3.5 
3.9 

0.52 ± 0.10 
0.57 ± 0.10 
0.42 ± 0.10 
0.38 ± 0.05 

1.4 
3.4 
3.8 
3.12 

 

 
Fig. 1 – Contact mode AFM (cm-AFM) images. Pure DPPC monolayer transferred on mica surface: topography (1.1), scanned area 
10  μm x 10 μm;  cross section profile (1.2), along the arrow given in Fig. 1.1; mixed DPPC and procaine monolayer on mica: 
                 topography (1.3), scanned area 15  μm x 15 μm;  cross section profile (1.4), along the arrow given in Fig. 1.3. 
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It is recognized that the investigation of the 
lipid domain formation in model membranes is 
important for a better understanding of membrane 
structural changes related to interfacial phenomena 
which occur during anesthesia. Therefore, 
additional examples are specifically shown for 
pure DPPC monolayers (Fig. 2) and for the mixed 
DPPC and procaine monolayers (Fig. 3), for 
different scanned areas. The cm-AFM images 
show contrast between lipid phases through the 
differences in height (2D-topographies), in friction 
force (i.e., FF images) and in mechanical 

properties (i.e., using force modulation, FM 
images) of the co-existing phases as observed in 
Figs. 2 and 3. 

Height contrast between the DPPC phases 

     The phase separation is clearly observed in 
Figs. 1-3, due to the difference in height of the two 
(LC and LE) phases for pure DPPC monolayers 
and for the DPPC and procaine mixture.  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2 – The cm-AFM images for pure DPPC monolayer: topographic (height) image (2.1), scanned area 2.6 μm x 2.6 μm; friction force 
(FF) image (2.2); force modulation (FM) image (2.3); cross section profile (2.4), along the arrow given in Fig. 2.1; topographic image (2.5), 
           scanned area 1.7 μm x 1.7 μm; FF image (2.6); FM image (2.7); cross section profile (2.8), along the arrow given in Fig. 2.5. 
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Fig. 3 – The cm-AFM images for mixed DPPC and procaine monolayer: topographic image (3.1), scanned area 15 μm x 15 μm; FF 
image (3.2); FM image (3.3); cross section profile (3.4), along the arrow given in Fig. 3.1; topographic image (3.5), scanned area 10 
μm x 10 μm; FF image (3.6); FM image (3.7); cross section profile (3.8), along the arrow given in Fig. 3.5; topographic image (3.9), 
       scanned area 2 μm x  2 μm; FF image (3.10); FM image (3.11); cross section profile (3.12), along the arrow given in Fig. 3.9. 
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In the case of  DPPC pure monolayers,  LC 
areas (Figs. 1.1, 2.1 and 2.5) are discrete, round  or 
oval domains (Fig. 1.1), almost uniform in height 
(2.2 ± 0.3 nm, shown in Fig. 1.2), with height of 
2.1 ± 0.2 nm (Fig. 2. 4) and with height of 1.8 
± 0.2 nm (Fig. 2.8). Interestingly, the difference 
in height of LC and LE domains is almost constant 
of about 1.1 ± 0.2 nm, which is practically 
independent of the size of scanned areas for DPPC 
pure monolayers.  These results are in substantial 
agreement with the known remarks that lipids form 
a continuous layer and the height differences 
generally observed are of about 1 nm height steps 
between ordered and disordered phases.16 
     For the mixed DPPC and procaine monolayers, 
a mosaic of various LC and LE domains is 
identified in Figs. 1.3, 3.1, 3.5 and 3.9, for 
different sample scanned areas. The LC domains 
are distinct of various lateral sizes and different 
shapes (Figs. 1.3, 3.1, 3.5 and 3.9). The DPPC and 
procaine interactions are primarily important for 
the emergence of lateral membrane heterogeneity 
to large LC areas up to 15 or even 20 μm (Figs. 1.3 
and 3.1) at the surface pressure of 8 mN/m. This 
effect of procaine can be rationally interpreted by 
procaine’s ability to induce firstly the self 
assembling of DPPC molecules in rather small LC 
domains (as observed directly on water with 
fluorescence microscopy38). After that, procaine 
generates further assembling into larger ordered 
LC domains. Evidently, the LC domains have a 
particular wrinkled nanostructure (e.g., Figs. 3.5 
and 3.8), due to an incomplete two-dimensional 
packing51 within the boundaries of lipid domains. 
Consequently, it is possible to affirm that the 
nanostructured lipid condensed domains found in 
mixed DPPC and procaine monolayers are larger 
than those identified in pure DPPC monolayers for 
the same scanned sample areas.   
     The height difference is almost constant 1.6 
± 0.3 nm, as given in Figs. 1.4, 3.4 and 3.8, 
between highly ordered and disordered phases in 
mixed DPPC and procaine monolayers. 
Occasionally, a height step of about 1.2 ± 0.2 nm 
can also be observed as it is the case given in Fig. 
3.12, probably due to the tip-convolution effects 
for the smallest lipid domains. However, it is 
reasonable to generally say that the height step in 
mixed monolayers is higher than those found in the 
pure DPPC monolayers, due to the specific 
interactions between lipid and procaine also 
reported earlier.1, 2, 30, 34, 38 
     It is not surprising that the step, found in the 
height difference between LC domains and LE 

domains, is the same and independent of the size of 
scanned sample area. This demonstrates a lack of 
adhesion between the cm-AFM tip and LC 
domains or LE domains at scanning the lipid 
domain boundaries, also indicating the capability 
of cm-AFM in imaging the lipid domains of 
significant heterogeneity, with high resolution. 

Friction and force modulation contrast  
between DPPC phases 

     In cm-AFM, the vertical deflection of the 
cantilever is used for topographic images to control 
the height of the monolayer. Topographic data are 
collected independently from local variations in 
elastic properties or in friction characteristics of 
different lipid domains. Simultaneously, the lateral 
deflection of the cantilever can be measured, due 
to the friction force between the cantilever tip and 
the surface of the LB-monolayer. Certainly, the 
friction contrast in friction force (FF) image can 
indicate the differences in chemical properties and 
in the structure of the monolayer phases. At the 
same time, force modulation (FM) images are also 
obtained and are related generally to the elastic 
properties and relative stiffness of the surface of 
lipid domains. The variation in the amplitude of 
cantilever deflection at the frequency of force 
modulation might be considered as a measure of 
the relative stiffness of the surface. Accordingly, 
all three types of images were collected 
simultaneously having a direct correlation between 
topographic structure, elastic and friction 
properties of lipid phases.   
     For example, Figs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 were 
obtained simultaneously. The topography (Fig. 
2.1), the FF image (Fig. 2.2) and FM image (Fig. 
2.3) for pure DPPC monolayers are given at a 
scanned area of  2.6 μm  x 2.6 μm. These images 
are also given for a scan area of 1.7 μm  x 1.7 μm 
(Figs. 2.5-2.7).  Further, it is to be mentioned that 
the FF images and the FM images present a high 
contrast (independent of scanned areas) describing 
in details the structure of LC and LE domains and 
the domain boundaries, where the height sharply 
changes.  
     Further, several examples are shown for the 
mixed DPPC and procaine monolayers (Fig. 3), for 
different scanned areas. The FF images (Figs. 3.2, 
3.6 and 3.10) prove that the procaine addition leads 
to complex heterogeneous surface of mixed DPPC 
and procaine monolayers, showing also in detail 
the structure of both LC and LE phases. In 
addition, the boundary structure of lipid domains is 
clearly observed.  
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     Furthermore, the FM images (Figs. 3.3, 3.7 and 
3.11) present a clear difference between the 
morphology of lipid phases and primarily show the 
lipid boundary structure, similarly with FF images. 
However, the interpretation of mechanical 
properties of lipid domains is a complex subject 
that we will attempt to develop in the future by 
measuring the force curves in cm-AFM. 
     The obtained results with cm-AFM are in 
substantial agreement with previously published 
data using tm-AFM for the characterization of 
DPPC phase behavior.1,2  In addition, the FF and 
FM images also disclose the fine structure of edged 
boundaries of lipid domains, evidencing various 
actions of procaine on lipid domains. 
Consequently, both FF images and FM images are 
essential adding valuable structural and 
morphological data to the description of lipid 
domains in monolayers, used as an important 
model for mimicking the biological membranes.  

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

     L-α-Dipalmitoyl  phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) was purchased 
from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Procaine hydrochloride 
was obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). All chemicals 
were of analytical grade and were used without further 
purification. Procaine was dissolved in twice-distilled water for 
the concentration of 0.001 M, at pH 5.6. This concentration of 
procaine was used since it was earlier demonstrated to produce a 
substantial effect on lipid domains1, 2, 38. All glassware was 
cleaned with a fresh solution of HNO3/HCl (3:1, v/v) or with 
sulfochromic solution, rinsed thoroughly with pure water, and 
dried before use. 

Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers 

The preparation of Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) 
monolayers was presented elsewhere.1,2 Briefly, DPPC was 
dissolved in a mixture of chloroform and ethanol (9:1, v/v), 
obtaining a 1 mM lipid in organic solution.  By spreading the 
DPPC organic solution on water, Langmuir films were 
prepared in the Langmuir-Blodgett equipment (KSV 5000, 
Finland), in the absence and in the presence of procaine in 
aqueous solution. After the spreading of Langmuir DPPC 
monolayer, the compression isotherm, in terms of surface 
pressure versus mean area of DPPC molecule, was recorded 
with a constant compression speed of 10 mm/min, as earlier 
reported.1,2 For cm-AFM observations, a single layer of pure 
DPPC or of a DPPC and procaine mixture was transferred 
from water to freshly cleaved mica surface using a vertical 
dipping method at a constant surface pressure of 8 mN/m, 
which is characteristic for DPPC phase transition at room 
temperature. The transferred layers on mica are named LB 
monolayers. The transfer for LB monolayers took place at a 
rate of about 5 mm/min. 

AFM observations 

     AFM is a surface imaging technique with a nanometer scale, 
high resolution46-49. AFM investigation on LB monolayers of pure 
DPPC as well as on DPPC and procaine mixture was performed 
in contact (repulsive) mode (cm-AFM) in air using the AFM 4210 
JEOL, Japan. The cm-AFM images were analyzed by using AFM 
JEOL software. A scanner with maximum scan areas of 30 μm x 
30 μm was used. The cantilevers were fabricated by Budget 
Sensors, Sofia, Bulgaria, with silicon nitride tips, of typical 
curvature radius smaller than 10 nm, and with a spring constant of 
either 60 mN/m or of 200 mN/m. They were vibrated at their 
resonant frequency of about 13 kHz. Ten LB samples were 
independently prepared for each monolayer and at least five 
separate areas were imaged for each sample. The imaging force 
was between 0.5 and 1 nN, and the scan rate was typically of  
1 Hz.  No attempt was made to account for tip-convolution effects 
for the smaller domains. For each LB sample, several areas were 
scanned from 20 μm x 20 μm to 1 μm  x 1 μm. 

Surface roughness 

     In order to analyze the monolayer surface, the roughness of 
the LB monolayers was determined as the root mean square 
(RMS) value of the height distribution: 
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where zi is the height of ith point, zm represents the mean 
height and N is the total number of data points in the scanned 
area.3, 17, 18 By definition, the surface roughness is a 
morphology related parameter.  

CONCLUSIONS 

     The data reported here illustrate the importance 
of cm-AFM imaging to characterize the phase 
behavior of pure lipid monolayers and mixed 
monolayers of lipid with different biocompounds, 
such as the local anesthetic procaine. The mixed 
monolayers of DPPC and procaine can serve as a 
useful membrane model for the investigation of 
interfacial phenomena involved in molecular 
mechanism of anesthesia.  
     The cm-AFM offers three different ways of 
observing contrast between lipid phases from 
differences in height, friction and mechanical 
properties. Thus, topography, friction force and 
force modulation images, obtained with cm-AFM, 
revealed the densely packed (LC) domains in 
coexistence with expanded (LE) domains at the 
lipid phase transition, which was found at 8 
mN/m.1, 2, 30, 38, 50 Also, the effect of procaine on the 
lipid domains emerging the LC domains into larger 
nanostructured areas is determined in relationship 
with procaine adsorption and its binding and 
penetration into these lipid self assemblies.  
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     In addition, cm-AFM demonstrates to have the 
ability to reveal the domain boundaries of different 
lipid patches, within their self-organization. These 
data support the structure of lipid domains, which 
might be critical in different cell processes, such as 
anesthesia, molecular recognition, signaling, 
endocytosis or exocytosis.   
     Certainly, cm-AFM can be also combined with 
tm-AFM, namely with topography, phase and 
amplitude images,1,2 to jointly reveal the phase 
transition of lipid monolayers without or in the 
presence of drugs to better understand the structure 
and the properties of natural membranes. AFM 
force spectroscopy is under current examination in 
our laboratory to directly measure the mechanical 
properties, e.g., Young’s modulus, of lipid 
domains in the presence of various drugs.    
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